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mystery which had shot through them, the crack which one had felt opening in them; the distance which, though Gurau had refused to recognise it at the moment, suddenly separated himself and the man to whom he was talking. There was no suggestion of condemning him; there was not even any suggestion of warning him. He was in course of becoming somebody a little isolated, somebody from whom you keep your distance. There was around him a preliminary withdrawal from contact. Aprocess of prophylaxis.
" I must take a little walk. In any direction - it doesn't matter. Along the quays, for example. Towards Notre-Dame, down there, where I used to be so fond of wandering around when I was young. I know that I'm going to be frightfully depressed. Before this depression reaches its maximum, I must be somewhere where I can recover some lingering tradition of peace of mind inside myself.
" Avoyer's threats are silly, because the m$m who conveyed them is an idiot. But, in all essentials, they are true. I thought I was a strong man. A man who, just by making a speech, could overthrow a government. In other words, really affect the destiny of his country. I have a name. Outside my own constituents, there are hundreds of thousands, millions - yes, millions - of other people to whom I mean something more than a tendency-a state of mind, a spirit of adventure, a chance of achieving thek ideals. I thought that I was held up, in the last resort, by any number of buoys.
"Nothing but a broken reed, an illusion-all that. Treilhard bites his lips when he takes my articles* Some day soon he'll have it all fixed to make me eat my words, My question in the Chamber... I can see myself in advance raising it... to empty benches. The ridiculousness of being eloquent with nobody listening to you. No opposition. Two or three words in reply, just to bring a little difference of opinion about administration back to a proper sense of proportion. Rather absurd to waste the time of die Chamber about all this, unless there is something shady behind it, My figures disputed. Other figures put forward; data, facts

